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Maybe you don’t drink co� ee, but 
you probably know someone who 
does. How do they take it? Black? With 
cream? Sugar? How about art on top? 
Lee Kang Bin is a South Korean barista. 

He prepares and serves co� ee. Lee 
bends over a cup at Seoul’s C. Through 
co� ee shop. He uses a tiny brush, 
food coloring, spoons, and tools that 
look like miniature ice picks. He draws 
people, animals, and landscapes—all in 
the foam on the top of cold co� ee. Lee 

recreated a photo from one couple’s 
Niagara Falls vacation. He reproduced 
Van Gogh’s Starry Night on another cup 
of Joe. A co� ee featuring Lee’s art costs 
around 10,000 won—or about $10. But 
order ahead! It takes about an hour to 
make each one.

The Art of Coffee

Lee steadies his hand as 
he turns this photo . . . 

. . . into this coffee art.
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A Florida woman blew her heart out and gave 
her heart away on the same day. Mary Lou Smith, 
70, impressed judges in March with long blasts 
on a fl uted, pink-lined sea shell. She took the top 
prize in the women’s division of Key West’s annual 
Conch Shell Blowing Contest. Shortly after she 
accepted that prize, 73-year-old Rick Race—a 
male competitor in the event—took the stage 
beside her and proposed marriage. She accepted, 
and the two blew a joyous duet on their matching 
shells. Judges in the contest evaluate entrants 
from childr en to seniors. They base decisions 
on the quality, novelty, duration, and volume of 
their conch playing. Conch shells have been used 
for centuries in the Keys as signaling devices. 
Native-born islanders are called Conchs, and the 
Keys are nicknamed the Conch Republic.

Climbers love the natural beauty of Denali, North America’s tallest mountain. 
But a natural by-product of human presence is causing a not-so-natural disaster 
there: mountains of human waste that isn’t decomposing. Alaska is considering 
regulations that would require climbers to pack out their poop with them. Glacier 
geologist Michael Loso calculated that more than 200,000 pounds of human feces 
have been dumped onto Kahiltna Glacier on the way to and from Denali’s summit. 
Mountaineers were allowed to pitch their waste into deep creva sses on the glacier. 
But it’s not making it down to the bottom where it would disintegrate. Without 
decomposing, some runs off with annual snowfall, polluting water sources and potentially infecting people 
with dangerous E. coli bacteria. Some climbers don’t want to carry the weight of their own waste. 
But park offi cials hold that it’s individual responsibility to do so, to protect the peak for everyone.

Brazil: Yellow Fever Outbreak
Brazil has confi rmed more than 846 cases of yellow fever. The current 

outbreak is the largest one in decades. The potentially fatal disease broke 
out in large numbers in 2016-2017. But for nearly 10 years before that one, 
Brazil never recorded more than a handful of cases each year. Yellow fever 
is spread by mosquitoes that live in forested and mountain areas. It’s rare 
to fi nd the disease in city centers and coastal areas. But Brazil’s Health 
Ministry says the current outbreak is infecting people in more populated 
areas. The densely popu lated states of Sao Paulo and Minas Gerais have 
been most affected. Brazil is now trying to vaccinate millions against the 
virus, which can cause liver damage. Travelers to the area are also asked to 
be vaccinated against yellow fever as part of their preparation to arrive.

Alaska: Pack It Out!

In Sao Paulo, Bra-
zil, a child reacts 
to a shot to pre-
vent yellow fever.

Florida: Conch Shells and  Wedding Bells

Mary Lou Smith reacts to a surprise 
marriage proposal from Rick Race.

A mountain guide carries a Clean 
Mountain Can portable toilet as 
he ascends Mt. Denali in Alaska.

Plastic-free 
grocery aisle
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 India: Pritzker Prize for Architecture
The prestigious Pritzker 

Prize for architecture was 
given for the fi rst time to an 
Indian architect. Balkrishna 
Doshi received the honor 
for a lifetime of work as an 
architect, urban planner, 

and educator. The 90-year-
old has spent 70 years 

creating spaces and 
structures that both 

respect Eastern cul-
ture and enhance 
quality of life in India, where much of the population is desperately poor. 
The Hyatt Foundation, which gives the award, called Doshi’s work “po-
etic and functional.” Doshi’s achievements include the Aranya low-cost 
housing project in Indore. It accommodates more than 80,000 people 
in a system of houses, courtyards, and internal pathways. Doshi says 
his focus has been to “empower the have-nots, the people who have 
nothing.” He called the prize an honor both for himself and his nation. 

The Netherlands: Plastic-Free Groceries
Plastic makes for easy packaging. But with liter-

ally tons of plastic needing disposal or recycling daily 
worldwide, its convenience is becoming questionable. 
For the fi rst time, a grocery store in the Netherlands 
has stocked an entire aisle with food items that 
are completely plastic-free. More than 700 choices 
are arranged on the packed shelves in Ekoplaza, a 

Dutch supermarket. Instead of plastic wraps, bags, 
and boxes, the meats, rice, milk, sauces, fruits, and 
vegetables are contained in a biofi lm made from trees 
and plants. This biofi lm is designed to break down 
into organic components in about 12 weeks, making it 
perfectly compostable! Ekoplaza plans a plastic-free 
aisle in all 74 of its stores by year end. 

Brazil has confi rmed more than 846 cases of yellow fever. The current 
outbreak is the largest one in decades. The potentially fatal disease broke 

re that one, 
Brazil never recorded more than a handful of cases each year. Yellow fever 

s. It’s rare 

areas. The densely popu lated states of Sao Paulo and Minas Gerais have 
against the 

virus, which can cause liver damage. Travelers to the area are also asked to 

Despite concerns about Islamist extremism in West Africa, Tuareg 
peoples of Niger hope to draw tourists again. They put on a festival fea-
turing traditional dances, costumes, music, poetry, and camel races in 
February. More than 1,000 visitors came to a village in Niger’s far north 

to experience the cultural event. “Without tourism, our youth risks falling 
into idleness and misery,” says Mohamed Houma, the town’s mayor. He 
fears those youth will migrate to Europe if not given opportunity to inter-
act with people from outside Niger. Hi storically, the Tuareg are nomadic 
people. More than two million live in the Sahara Desert area, stretching 
across Niger, Mali, Algeria, and Tunisia. “This festival shows the rest of 
the world that…we live here in peace, sheltered from the upheavals of 
some of our neighboring countries,” Houma says.

AP Photos

Plastic-free 
grocery aisle

 Balkrishna 
Doshi

Mr. Doshi’s 
housing project

In Niger, people in traditional costume race camels and perform 
dances, music, and poetry in hopes of attracting tourists.

Niger: Tuareg Sahara Festival
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Participants in the facial 
hair trend—hipsters, lum-
berjacks, and would-be 
Santas—all sport beards 
of varying colors, shapes, 
and lengths. Dying, curling, 
braiding, and trimming 
fads come and go. There 
are signs today 
that the beard 
is losing its 
popular appeal. 
Gradually, more 
men are opting 
for a clean-
shaven look 
once more. But 
in Jerusalem’s 
Old City, beards 
among ultra-Or-
thodox Jews, 
Greek Orthodox 
clerics, and Mus-
lims abound—as 
they have for 
millennia.

Beards for 
Years

Beards have 
long been viewed as state-
ments of religious devotion, 
a reflection of social values, 
or even a declaration of 
political views. Some reli-
gions and cultures—certain 
Hindu sects, married Amish 
men, and others—encour-
age beard growth. Other 
gro ups view beards as signs 
of status, strength, 

or wisdom.
Certain jobs that require 

breathing masks—firefight-
ers, oil and gas workers, or 
pilots—may ban beards for 
safety reasons. And people 
who live where beards are 
unfashionable may view 

facial hair as improper, dan-
gerous, unclean, or even a 
sign of insanity.

Jewish Custom

The tradition of religious 
Jews’ wearing beards is 
rooted in Old Testament 
guidelines. Leviticus 19:27 
forbids “marring” beard 
edges. Jews point to Moses, 
David, and Jesus as having 
beards.

Eitan Press, a Jewish 
businessman in Jerusalem, 
has a full red beard. He 
believes men with beards 

should “act with 

greater kindness, compas-
sion, and sensitivity toward 
the world” because they 
wear “a divine quality” on 
their faces. One wonders if 
that principle doesn’t apply 
to everyone, however, as all 
men, women, and children 

are made in the image 
of God.

Michael Silber, a beard 
researcher, says some 
Orthodox Jewish commu-
nities consider facial hair 
holy. He says men refrain 
from combing their beards, 
fearing they will pull hair 
out. What falls out naturally 
is sometimes preserved in 
prayer books.

Muslim and Greek 
Orthodox Traditions

Islamic scholar Zuheir 
Dubai says Muslim men also 
grow beards for religious 

reasons. Muhammad sup-
posedly urged followers 
to wear beards and short 
mustaches.

Some Mideast govern-
ments shave prisoners’ 
mustaches for humiliation. 
And in Syria, Jordan, and 

Lebanon, men 
may swear 
by their mus-
taches, touch-
ing them to con-
vince people of 
their honesty.

Greek Ortho-
dox priests wear 
bushy beards 
as signs of 
devotion to God 
and tributes to 
Jesus—who is 
traditionally 
portrayed with 
a beard.

Other Facial 
Hair Motives

Still other 
bearded men in 

Jerusalem just like the style. 
But barber Tal Johnson 
says growing a beard isn’t 
simple. “You can’t eat with 
it,” he says, noting that soup 
or runny egg in the beard is 
a real problem.

Heath Lo� is is an Amer-
ican visiting Jerusalem. He 
grew his beard a� er being 
in the U.S. Marine Corps. 
Marines must be clean-
shaven. “I grow it out now 
as a freedom, but also as a 
tribute to that time in the 
Marine Corps.” 

Clearly, the reasons for 
facial fur can be as diverse 
as the styles of wearing it.

teen.wng.org/worldteen-popsmart
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Toiling in manure was the last thing Leah Wangari 
wanted to do. She imagined being a flight attendant or 
fashion tycoon, not a farmer. But the 28-year-old Kenyan 
changed her mind a� er appearing on an unusual reality TV 
show, the first of its kind in Africa.

Don’t Lose the Plot is a program from Mediae Company. 
Mediae addresses the needs of East Africans through enter-
tainment and educational programming options, including 
cooking shows, children’s literacy programs, and a farm 
makeover series.

Don’t Lose the Plot features contestants from Kenya and 
neighboring Tanzania. Competitors receive plots of land to 
cultivate. Local farming experts help guide them through 
a nine-month struggle with irrigation, insects, plant 
selection, and so on. The most fruitful farmer takes home 
$10,000. But Mediae hopes there’s another takeaway for 
viewers and contestants.

Attracting people to agriculture is di� icult in Africa. Pro-
ducers of the show must battle bias against farm-related 
careers. The booming young populati on doesn’t relish the 
image of hard work and poor, weather-beaten farmers.

 “Most young Africans think of farming as back-breaking 
labor that pays peanuts,” says former Nigerian President 
Olusegun Obasanjo, himself a farmer. 

Obasanjo believes Africa’s youth—about 65% of the 

population—must venture into food production in order 
to change the continent’s future. Even if it is hard work, the 
principle squares with what the Bible warns. “A slack hand 
causes poverty, but the hand of the diligent makes rich” 
(Proverbs 10:4)—no matter where in the world one lives.

Through the reality show, Mediae wants to inspire 
East African youth to pursue agribusiness—farming that 
operates on sound business principles. Producer Patricia 
Gichinga hopes “first to show people that you can make 
money out of farming.” The show’s producers also seek to 
show farming as fun, proving to young people “that they 
can use their mobile [phones] and technology in order to 
farm and achieve their goals.”

The country needs a flood of young farmers to “change 
the age profile of farmers in Africa,” says Gichinga.

Right now, the average age of farmers in Africa is 60 
years old. Leah Wangari is doing her part to bring the 
average down. Despite placing last in Don’t Lose the Plot,
she became a full-time mushroom grower. And even a� er 
a run-in with mites from a nearby chicken house, she’s 
already harvested her first crop.

Wangari sees the value of her newfound occupation. She 
says, “When I see young men in the village now sitting idle, I 
feel disappointed.”
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Reality show contestant Leah Wangari shows cabbages near Nairobi, Kenya.
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A library without books? 
Not quite, but libraries are 
evolving. In today’s “media 
centers,” books aren’t 
always the first things to 
come to mind. As students 
abandon the stacks in favor 
of online references, uni-
versity, school, and public 
libraries are discarding 
millions of volumes. The 
nationwide purge has some 
print-loving scholars deeply 
unsettled.

Where are the books 
going? Libraries are storing, 
selling, or simply recy-
cling books. An increasing 
number of volumes do con-
tinue to exist in the internet 
cloud, and some libraries are 

banding together to ensure 
print copies are retained by 
someone, somewhere. Still, 
studious academics argue 
that large, readily available 
print collections are vital to 
research.

It’s not just the intel-
lectual elite who feel this 
way. One middle school 
English and Language Arts 
teacher says he is concerned 
for his young students as 
fewer books are available 
for research. Even if the 
conten t is online, he says, 
“E� iciency is gained at 
the cost of developing our 
children’s patience, prob-
lem solving, and motiva-
tion.” Additionally, he says 

researching through print 
typically results in deeper 
exploration—with imagi-
nation-broadening results 
as one discovery leads to 
another.

He recalls his own library 
exposure as a youth, saying, 
“I would slyly escape into a 
library stack, disappear into 
a crevice, and read books 
about inventions, explorers, 
maps, geology, presidents, 
UFOs, Bigfoot, sports, 
careers, natural disasters, 
anything baseball, all the 
wars. . . This created scope. 
You found things to admire, 
things to appreciate, 
things to fear, subscribed 
to new ambitions, dreams, 

possibilities.”
But times have changed. 

Digitally stored content—
available if you key in the 
magic search terms—is whit-
tling the research and dis-
covery process down to bare 
bones, and dusty volumes 
stay untouched on shelves.

At Indiana University of 
Pennsylvania, nearly half 
the print collection has gone 
uncirculated—not checked 
out—for 20 years. University 
administrators called for a 
major housecleaning. They 
listed 170,000 books to con-
sider for removal.

Emeritus history pro-
fessor Charles Cashdollar 
opposes the downsizing. He 

A library without books? banding together to ensure researching through print possibilities.”

Students relax with their elec-
tronic devices in pod chairs at 
the new Hunt Library at North 

Carolina State University.

Books doomed for sale or recycling are marked with red 
stickers in the library at Indiana University of Pennsylvania.
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called the reduction “a knife 
through the heart.”

Experts say reducing 
unread books has always 
happened. But the pace is 
picking up. With the internet 
handling every possible non-
fiction topic through online 
encyclopedia sites, libraries 
can fill their shelves with 
light fiction, trendy dysto-
pian novels, graphic novels, 
and tie-ins for every pop-cul-
ture connection imaginable. 
Today’s “media centers” 
look like “a cross between an 
airport bookstore and a Hot 
Topic” retail store, scorns the 
above-referenced teacher.

Libraries defend their 
choices, saying they must 
make better use of precious 
space. Students still flock to 
the library, librarians claim. 
They’re just using it in dif-
ferent ways. They come for 
group study rooms, tutoring 
centers, and co ee shops.

Once, a library’s value 
was in the size and breadth 
of its holdings. Not so much 
anymore. Now it’s about 
cultural support.

“We’re kind of like the 
living room of the campus,” 
says Oregon State Univer-
sity librarian Cheryl Mid-
dleton. “We’re not just a 
warehouse.”

called the reduction “a knife 

picking up. With the internet 
handling every possible non-
fiction topic through online 
encyclopedia sites, libraries 

pian novels, graphic novels, 
and tie-ins for every pop-cul-
ture connection imaginable. 

look like “a cross between an 
airport bookstore and a Hot 
Topic” retail store, scorns the 

make better use of precious 
space. Students still flock to 
the library, librarians claim. 

ferent ways. They come for 
group study rooms, tutoring 

was in the size and breadth 
of its holdings. Not so much 

living room of the campus,” 

Pull the plug. That’s the advice experts give about a new messaging app. Facebook hopes to hook youngsters on its Messenger Kids. Company o icials say the app meets a need. But others are riled up that the social networking service is targeting kids.Federal law already bans collecting personal information on children under 13 without parental permission. The law also limits advertising to them. That’s why platforms like Facebook, Snapchat, and Instagram say users must be at least 13 to participate. But many youngsters break the rules. They sign up dishonestly with a fake birthdate.
Messenger Kids o ers an honest option for those young sneaks and others their age—sort of. Facebook pitches the free app as a way for children to chat with parent-approved contacts. Messenger Kids doesn’t provide separate Face-book or Messenger accounts. Instead, it works as a part of a parent’s account, so parents can control whom their kids chat with.The social media giant says Messenger Kids is a good thing, then. It fills  “a need for a messaging app that lets kids connect with people they love but also has the level of control parents want.”

University of Michigan behavioral pediatrician Jenny Radesky denies that need. She co-signed a letter to Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg about the app. Radesky says she’s never met parents who were clamoring to get their children onto social media at an earlier age.
Other experts and advocates say Messenger Kids isn’t responding to a need but “creating one.” Sean Parker, Facebook’s first president, admits Facebook misuses its knowledge of human weaknesses to addict users.Experts say most kids are too trusting to protect their privacy online. That means most children under 13 just aren’t ready for social media accounts.Josh Golin, executive director of Campaign for a Commercial-Free Child-hood believes Facebook’s kid-focused app caters to a quite-young audience with its animations and emojis. “It looks like something that would appeal to a 6-year-old or 7-year-old,” Golin says, not 11- or 12-year-olds.The critics aren’t the only ones concerned about youthful eyes and minds. God didn’t make us to waste our days. As the Psalmist says of the purpose of his life: “I will not set before my eyes anything that is worthless.” (Psalm 101:3)Even if the app gives parents control over who kids talk too, extended screen time of any kind may be problematic. With so much constant usage, experts and tech insiders have begun questioning the e ects of smartphones and social media apps on people’s health and mental well-being—kids, teens, or adults.
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Ariane van Suchtelen had a 
hunch. The longer she studied the 
centuries-old canvas, the more she 
was sure: This painting wasn’t a copy. 
The Mocking of Samson, thought to be 
an 18th-century reproduction, was an 
original by Dutch master Jan Steen.

Even if a copy, The Mocking of 
Samson was important. For years, 
it hung in Belgium’s Royal Museum 
of Fine Arts. Many artists hone their 
cra�  by copying masters like Rem-
brandt—Steen’s contemporary and 
countryman.

Today, painters still copy artists and 
artwork they admire. So long as a copy 
isn’t represented as the real deal, copy-
ing isn’t frowned upon in the art world. 

Painter Jan Steen usually depicted 
scenes of everyday life: farming, danc-
ing, housekeeping. His paintings reveal 
a knowledge of human nature and a 
sense of humor. In The Dancing Lesson, 
Steen shows four children teaching 
a cat to dance. Steen also produced  
paintings of Bible subjects, including 
Esther and Samson and Delilah.

Conservation experts at the Maurit-
shuis museum in The Hague, Nether-
lands, discovered the case of mistaken 
credit. While performing cleaning and 
restoration for the Royal Museum, Cura-
tor Ariane van Suchtelen noticed some 
unusual aspects of the “copied” paint-
ing. She suspected that the Samson 
painting might be an original Steen.

Further sleuthing ensued. First, 
researchers examined the back of 
the painting. They found a canvas 
stretched over its original strainer and 

tacked on with original nails. They 
also found holes for securing the 

canvas during painting and origi-
nal string fragments.

Experts at the Mauritshuis 

had already been working with Shell 
Technology Center on a Partners 
in Science project. Scientists used 
a scanning electron microscope to 
determine the chemicals in Steen’s 
paint. They noticed that a certain 
green color showed up in many of 
Steen’s works. Upon examining The 
Mocking of Samson, researchers found 
the same green pigment—in the flag-
bearer’s sash. That green was rarely 
used any longer by the time a copy 
would have been made.

Green paint alone wasn’t enough 
to prove the painting was Steen’s. 
Experts also examined the ground 
(base) layer between the canvas and 
the paint. The ground composition 
in Samson matched the ground of 
Steen’s known works. The age and 
chemical makeup of the materials 
and paints led experts to conclude: 
The painting is older than previously 
thought. It is an original Steen.

Mauritshuis director Emilie 
Gordenker says The Mocking of 
Samson was probably painted in the 
1670s, near the end of Steen’s life. But, 
she adds, “It’s as if the canvas is fresh 
out of Jan Steen’s studio!”

Ariane van Suchtelen had a 
hunch. The longer she studied the 
centuries-old canvas, the more she 

Painter Jan Steen usually depicted 
scenes of everyday life: farming, danc-
ing, housekeeping. His paintings reveal 
a knowledge of human nature and a 
sense of humor. In The Dancing Lesson, 
Steen shows four children teaching 

had already been working with Shell 
Technology Center on a Partners 
in Science project. Scientists used 
a scanning electron microscope to 
determine the chemicals in Steen’s 
paint. They noticed that a certain 
green color showed up in many of 
Steen’s works. Upon examining The 
Mocking of Samson, researchers found 
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Conservation expert Sabrina Meloni (above) examines 

The Mocking of Samson (right).
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July 2, 1937: Clouds hang low in the 
sky. The Lockheed Electra 10E airplane 
hovers above the Pacific Ocean, low on 
fuel. A nearby Coast Guard ship receives 
Amelia Earhart’s last worried radio 
transmission. Earhart is never heard 
from again. She leaves the world with 
an enduring mystery: What happened 
to her and her navigator Fred Noonan? 

A new analysis may finally put the 
81-year-old mystery to rest.

Just three years a� er the Electra 
disappeared, bones were found at one 
of the locations people guessed Ear-
hart may have been stranded: Niku-
maroro Island in the Western Pacific. 
A physician named D. W. Hoodless 
studied the remains. He concluded 
in 1940 that they had belonged to a 
man, not a woman. This conclusion 
le�  the Earhart mystery wide open for 
conjecture. Did Earhart and Noonan 
die somewhere else as castaways? 
Did their plane crash into the ocean, 
drowning them? Some even guessed 
President Roosevelt had hired the 
famous female pilot to spy on the Jap-
anese, who shot down her plane and 
forced her to live in captivity.

In his new study, anthropologist 
Richard Jantz revisits Dr. Hoodless’s 
research—but he can’t replicate the 

research exactly. The bones Dr. Hood-
less studied have vanished. Jantz uses 
the seven surviving measurements 
Hoodless took. He compares them to 
the in seam length and waist circumfer-
ence from a pair of Earhart’s trousers. 
He references a photo of Earhart hold-
ing an oil can to estimate the lengths of 
two arm bones. Jantz says the bones 
match the data, and that it’s highly 
unlikely a random person would resem-
ble the bones as closely as Earhart. 
Other items found on Nikumaroro in 
the past point to Earhart and Noonan 
too: a piece of a woman’s shoe, a box 
that would fit a navigation device, and 
a Benedictine bottle. (Benedictine is an 
herbal liqueur Earhart was known to 
carry.) “I think we have pretty good 
evidence that it’s her,” says Jantz.

But what about Hoodless’s 
analysis? Jantz says Hoodless 
wasn’t a bad anthropologist. He 
just didn’t have the 
technology needed 
to draw the correct con-
clusion. For his study, 
Jantz uses a computer 
program called For-
Disc. Today, ForDisc is 
standard equipment 
for most board-certified forensic 
anthropologists. The program can 
analyze skeletal measurements 

and estimate a person’s sex, ancestry, 
and stature. And in this case, it seems to 
prove history’s assumptions wrong.

People are captivated by the Ear-
hart story partly because of how it 
ended. But people also love Earhart 
for the person she was. Ever since she 
was a little girl, Earhart was daring and 
courageous—even if a bit reckless. She 
played sports—and she played hard, 
like the boys. She rode her sled lying 
down instead of sitting up—something 
people then called “unladylike.” Ear-
hart’s unconventional ways led her to 
become a great pilot. In 1921, she was 
24. She bought a bright yellow plane 
she called The Canary. A year later, she 
flew The Canary 14,000 feet in the air. 
No female pilot had ever flown a plane 
that high before. In 1932, she achieved 

one of her greatest accom-
plishments. She became 

the first woman to fly over 
the Atlantic Ocean. 

Then she 
attempted something 

even bigger: circum-
navigating the globe. 

How did the mission end? 
Jantz’s evidence points 

out a strong possibility she 
and Noonan died on Nikuma-
roro. But until people find the 
missing bones, some mystery 
remains.

and estimate a person’s sex, ancestry, 

skull

humerus

tibia

radius

Bones found 
and measured 

in 1940

Amelia Earhart stands next to her Lockheed Electra 10E before her last fl ight in 1937.
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Fake Meat

Animals are 
meat; plants 
are not. Simple, 
right? Maybe 

not. In the food industry, 
things have gotten a bit 
more complicated. Scien-
tists in the lab are cooking 
up fake meat products from 
bogus bacon to tofu turkey. 
The trend has started a war 
of words: Can plant-based 
foods legally be called 
“meat”?

Recently, the U.S. Cat-
tlemen’s Association peti-
tioned the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture. The cattle-
men want an o�icial defi-
nition for the terms “beef” 
and “meat.” They view 
“improper labeling of these 
products as misleading,” 
according to Lia Biondo, an 
association spokesperson. 
The Cattlemen’s group 
believes products labeled 
“beef” should come from 
cows. Veggie burgers just 
don’t cut it.

Ethan Brown is founder 

and CEO of Beyond Meat, 
a plant-based protein 
producer. Beyond Meat’s 
Beyond Burger is so “meat-
like,” it even made its way 
into the meat aisle of gro-
cery stores. Brown doesn’t 
see the Cattlemen’s petition 
necessarily as negative. He 
thinks it will start people 
talking about “what really 
is meat” and whether “the 
origin of meat really matters 
to the consumer.”

Does calling non-meat 
“meat” matter? Perhaps 
not, but it’s worth consid-
ering that words matter 
to God. The Bible is full of 
stories in which names are 
important: Jacob, Esau, 
Sarah, Immanuel. God calls 
Himself the Word made 
flesh (John 1:14, literally 
“made meat”) and commu-
nicates via the written word.

The Good Food Institute 
breaks meat substitutes 
into two categories: clean 
meat and plant-based 
meat. Clean meat refers 
to animal flesh grown in 
a lab from animal stem 
cells. (Whaaaatttt?!) So 
far, you can’t buy clean 
meat in U.S. stores. 
(Whew.) Plant-based 
meat is anything that 

mimics traditional meat but 
is made using mainly plant 
ingredients. Those prod-
ucts are everywhere. And 
people are gobbling up faux 
chicken nuggets, mock sea-
food, meatless meatballs, 
by the bucketful.

Vegetarians aren’t 
the only ones eating veg-
gie-based foods. Data from 
HealthFocus International 
show that 60% of U.S. con-
sumers claim to be reducing 
their consumption of meat-
based products. That wor-
ries ranchers.

This isn’t the first 
food-naming fight. Dairy 
farmers still quarrel over 
terms like “milk” and 
“almond milk.”

Now, there’s a similar 
conflict with the cattlemen. 
Allied Market Research says 
piles of “fake 
meat” 

products could start show-
ing up at the supermarket in 
the next few years.

Jessica Almy, policy 
director at the Good Food 
Institute, agrees. She says, 
“This is just the beginning of 
a very, very big trend in the 
food industry.”

Is plant-based food a fad 
. . . or is it the food industry’s 
“next big thing”? Sooner 
or later, U.S. agencies are 
going to have to settle the 
matter. So that burger siz-
zling on the grill may actu-
ally be a vegetable.

Bu
t it

 lo

oks
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 rea
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Chicken fried steak made of cutlets

of 
se

ita

n, 
a meat substitute made from wheat gluten
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Whoosh-whoosh. Slowly spinning wind tur-
bines appear peaceful and pretty. An energy devel-
oper wants to erect more of the 400-foot towers in 
rural Minnesota. But folks in the heart of U.S. wind coun-
try aren’t necessarily celebrating.

God calls Christians to care for the Earth. (Genesis 2:15) 
Could improving wind technology make people better 
stewards of creation?

Supporters believe wind power o� ers something for 
everyone: pollution-free electricity, construction and main-
tenance jobs, and reasonable costs for power. Landowners 
looking for easy income from leasing their land for the 
machines and local governments s eeking tax revenue from 
wind companies also favor it.

But opposition to wind power is gusty. Much of the dis-
approval comes from the Midwest—the area with the most 
turbines per acre. Opponents have blocked wind projects 
in at least half a dozen states, including Nebraska, South 
Dakota, Indiana, and Michigan. Disputes are ongoing in 
Iowa, Minnesota, Illinois, and Maryland.

Critics dislike the soaring towers and giant blades—
some half the length of a football field! Landowners want 
views from their windows to be of farmland, not machinery.

People living near turbines complain too. They claim 
machines cause dizziness, irritability, and sleeplessness. 
They say sounds and vibrations force them to shut the win-
dows and crank up white noise. Some homeowners fear 
tumbling property values. They believe people won’t buy a 
home overlooking a wind farm.

The wind industry says no independent studies prove 

turbines cause health problems. Proponents argue that 
wind farms o� en boost property values—since developers 
usually upgrade nearby roads.

In South Dakota, residents successfully voted down a 
150-turbine development. In Maine, plans to erect turbines 
atop ridges have outraged people worried about marring 
the rugged landscape and hurting tourism.

Tim Hemphill grows corn and soybeans in Iowa. He 
makes nearly $30,000 per year from two turbines on his 
land. The extra income helps, especially when crop prices 
are low. Hemphill used to live near the towers until his son 
took over many farming duties. Hemphill understands what 
wind turbines look and sound like.

“I wish I had a dozen more. I’d take all I could get,” he says. 
“I just don’t understand the reasons people oppose them.”

Heidi Gaston and her husband built a wrap-around 
porch to enjoy the view and the silence of southern Min-

nesota. She can’t imagine staying in their home with 
turbines nearby. Gaston and her neighbors expect a 

decision on the new machines by spring.
“We moved here hoping for a peaceful coun-

try setting,” she says. “That’s certainly not what 
we’d have.”

Wind  Farm 
Blowback

Top: Dorenne Hansen shows on a map 
where a wind farm is proposed and 

talks about her opposition to it.
Yard signs leave no doubt about how she 
and others feel in Glenville, Minnesota.

Below: A tree seems to be trying to 
stand up to a turbine in Kansas.
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Relations between Poland and 
Israel are strained. A new Polish law 
makes it a crime—punishable by up 
to three years in prison—to accuse the 
people or country of Poland of crimes 
committed by Nazi Germany during 
World War II. Israel sees the law as 

trying to whitewash the role some 
Poles played in 
the Holocaust. 
Poland says it’s 
just defending 

its honor.
During 

World 
War II, the 
Nazis built 

death camps in Poland. Jews sent 
to Auschwitz, Treblinka, and other 
camps su� ered horrible mistreatment 
at the hands of the Nazis. Millions 
were killed. The horror of these camps 
cannot be exaggerated.

For years, Polish o� icials have 
objected to phrases like “Polish death 
camps.” People who use that phrase 
are likely referring to the camps’ geo-
graphic location. But some Poles fear 
that as WWII grows more distant, new 
generations might mistakenly believe 
Poland was responsible for the camps.

Critics fear the so-called “Holocaust 
law” could limit free speech. Free speech 
is a political concept—not a biblical one. 
However, the Bible does instruct people 
to “speak the truth in love” with one 
another. (Ephesians 4:15, 25)

Bitter accusations have flown 
between Poland and Israel. Some 
Israelis accuse the mostly Catholic 
Poles of being anti-Semitic or of deny-
ing the Holocaust.

Jewish journalist Konstanty 
Gebert writes, “Many members of the 
Polish nation bear co-responsibility 
for some Nazi crimes committed by 
the Third Reich.” He’s referring to 
wartime massacres of Jews by their 

Polish neighbors. One such massacre 
occurred in the village of Jedwabne in 
1941. He also writes that “the Polish 
state committed a crime against 
peace” when it took part in the Soviet 
invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968.

Poles believe they’re being vil-
lainized when they are linked to Nazi 
crimes. They point out that many 
of their ancestors were victims too. 
Polish Prime Minister Mateusz Moraw-
iecki says the law won’t impinge on 
freedom of speech. But he insists, 
“All the atrocities and all the victims, 
everything that happened during 
World War II on Polish soil, [have] to be 
attributed to Germany.”

  Morawiecki believes telling the 
truth about what happened in Nazi-oc-
cupied Poland during the Holocaust is 
a task Poland and Israel share.

A group of Israeli lawmakers seems 
to agree. They’ve introduced a bill of 
their own. Their law would toughen 
Israel’s Holocaust denial regulations. 
It would make “denying or minimizing 
the involvement of the Nazi helpers” 
a crime.

What do you think of laws like the 
Holocaust law that restrict certain 
types of speech?

AUSTRIA
FR ANCE

Treblinka

Sobibor

Belzec
Auschwitz

GERMANY

HUNGARY

POL AND

CZECH 
REPUBLIC

SLOVAKIA

Major death 
camps in Poland

Above: Visitors walk through the POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews.
Left: Survivors at the gate of a former concentration camp in Poland
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Native people in Alaska hunt the 
animals that live there. Many hunt for 
“subsistence.” That means they live o� 
what they hunt. Then they make cra�s 
from walrus tusks, otter fur, teeth, 

bones, and more. 
Turning the parts 

they can’t eat 
into handi-
cra�s is a cre-
ative way to 
use the entire 

animal. It’s 
also a way of 

sharing their cul-
ture with the rest of 

the world—for much-needed income.
Alaskan natives market their work 

at cra� fairs. They sell to souvenir 
shops. But some of those animal prod-
ucts are illegal in other countries. The 
laws exist to protect rare animals from 
illegal poaching. Because of those 
international laws, online cra� retailer 

Etsy.com has a new rule of its own: It 
no longer allows Alaska natives to sell 
these kinds of cra�s through its site.

Refusing to sell ivory is a way to 
stop people who illegally kill elephants 
for their tusks.  But other animals also 
produce ivory, and Alaska Natives 
have legal permission to hunt some 
tusked animals—like the walrus. U.S. 
Senator Dan Sullivan clarified the 
exemption in a letter to Etsy.

“Your policy fails to recognize that 
Alaska Natives are explicitly autho-
rized under federal laws, the Marine 
Mammal Protection Act, 
to work with and 
sell walrus ivory, 
whale tooth and 
bone, and other 
non-elephant 
ivory,” he said.

Etsy replied 
that it is becom-
ing a “global 

community.” It will not make individ-
ual exceptions. 

Alaska is the largest state in the 
United States, but its population is 
sparse. There averages only one person 
per square mile in Alaska. The internet, 
then, is a powerful tool to reach people 
who live too far away to buy the cra�s 
in person.

Native hunter 
Marcus Gho 
sold gloves, 
key chains, 
scarves, and 
cra�s made 
from sea otter 
fur online for 
about five years. 
Then the items were 
delisted. When he complained, an 
o�icial told him that sea otters were 
endangered. But according to U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife regulation, it’s northern 
sea otters that are endangered—not 
the southern ones Gho hunts. 

Etsy has since relisted Gho’s sea 
otter cra�s. But the company gave no 
word on whether it will do the same 
with other accounts.

God told Adam to “have dominion 
over the fish of the sea and over 

the birds of the heavens and 
over every living thing that 
moves on the Earth.” (Genesis 
1:28) Creatively ensuring that 
nothing is wasted is one way 

to do that. Do you agree with 
Etsy or with the cra�speople in 

this case?
Sea otter fur pillows

Walrus tusk spear tip

Seal fur caps
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An Inuit hunter and 
his children scan the 
water for seals off the 

coast of Greenland.

Walruses gather to rest 
near the coastal village 

of Point Lay, Alaska.
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 A black stallion glistens as a boy 
in suspenders washes it with a hose. 
Darkly dressed men in straw hats lead 
muscular horses while an auctioneer 
rattles o�  bids over the jingling of bri-
dles, bits, and harnesses.

The activity bustles along like 
a well-oiled buggy—and there are 

plenty of those at the 
Pennsylvania Farm 

Show Complex 
too. It’s the site 

of the 

nation’s first major horse auction of 
the year. While anyone with equine 
interests may attend, about 85 per-
cent of the buyers and sellers are 
Amish, says organizer Dale Stoltzfus. 
In fact, Amish from all over North 
America come to this gathering in 
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, to buy and 
sell massive dra�  horses and mag-
nificent harness horses. Those from 
outside Amish culture are lured by 
the “Cadillac” (or luxury) quality of 
the animals.

The public sale occurs in January. 
It’s actually three auctions: one for 
dra�  horses, one for har-
ness horses, and one spe-
cifically for Morgan horses.

The Morgan is the first 
horse breed developed in 
America. Its compact size, 
muscular body, tempera-
ment, and long life expec-
tancy suit it well for riding, 
pulling, and working.

All animals are pre-
sented on Day 1 for view-
ing. Potential buyers 
evaluate strengths and 
demeanor. A 200-page 
printed guide lists specifics 
and lineage. Buyers talk, 

observe, and take notes before sleep-
ing on it all until the Day 2 auctions. 
Then they come ready to bid.

From Bible times, the horse has 
been admired for power, beauty, and 
usefulness. (See Job 39:19-25.) Today, 
even with machinery doing most of 
the work, the horse draws plenty  
of willing spenders. Only about 500 
horses were for sale at this year’s auc-
tion, though the crowd was estimated 
at 10,000 people.

Trainer Shelley Thorne-Le Blanc 
deals in Belgians. She drove 13 hours 
from New Brunswick, Canada, looking 
“for diamonds in the rough,” she says. 
“We don’t mind something that takes 
a little bit of work.” 

But even with many people and 
few animals, there’s no predicting 
whether a horse will sell—or for how 
much. “It’s the whims of the buyers,” 
says Stolzfus a� er years of experience.

One horse, Eastview Thunder, 
seemed to excite the audience—but 
the bids just didn’t come in. The owner 
refused to sell when the numbers 
didn’t rise. Yet another dra�  horse by 
the name of Watersedge Flash took 
the highest price, closing at $25,000! 

Shannon Crabb, co-owner of 
Maple Creek Belgians in Ottawa, 
Ontario, watched the massive beauty 
slip away. “It only takes two people 
to fall in love with the same horse to 
make the price go up,” she noted.

teen.wng.org/worldteen-kaching
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Prospective 
buyers evaluate 
a harness horse.
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Amish come to buy and sell their horses.

Teenage girls gather to 
watch a horse auction.
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For over 100 years, outdoor cloth-
ing and equipment retailer L.L. Bean 
has had a 100% satisfaction guaran-
teed policy. But the company is tight-
ening its Maine leather belt. To reduce 
growing abuse and fraud, L.L. Bean is 
changing its return policy.

This year, Bean introduced a 
one-year limit on most returns. The 
reason? Consumers have gotten 
greedy. Not content with returning 
problem merchandise, some folks go 
to great lengths to cheat the system. 
People have returned basements full 
of decades-old Bean products. Others 
replace the same items every year just 
to get the latest gear. Some head to 
thri�  stores, yard sales—even trash 
bins—hunting items to return.

Shawn Gorman, L.L.’s great-grand-
son and Bean’s chairman, knows first-
hand: A shirt he donated to Goodwill, 
with his name printed inside, was once 
returned to a store. 

On a recent 
day in the L.L. 
Bean returns 
department, a 
family lugged in items 
from their grandfather’s 
attic. They entered with 
20- to 30-year-old clothes 
and exited with a $350 gi�  card. 
The pile went into a smelly bin of 
decrepit boots, ripped bedding, and 
used dog cushions.

O� icials say returns of destroyed 
or useless items have doubled in 

the past five years—surpassing 
the yearly revenue from the 

famous Bean boot. They’re 
items the company 

classifies as “destroy 
quality”—items 

destined for the 
landfill.

“The num-
bers are stag-
gering,” says 
CEO Steve 
Smith. “It’s 
not reason-
able. And it’s 
not fair to our 

customers.”
Taking 

advantage of a 

gracious return policy might remind 
you of people who “presume on the 
riches of [God’s] kindness and for-
bearance and patience.” (Romans 2:4) 
It seems some think God’s gracious-
ness means they can push His bound-
aries. Thankfully, God’s guarantee will 
never change: “Whoever believes in 
[Jesus] shall not perish, but have eter-
nal life.” (John 3:16 NASB)

But humanly speaking, the wide-
spread return abuse means the 
company must set limits. Bean now 
accepts returns for any reason for one 
year only, with proof of purchase. The 
company will replace defective prod-
ucts beyond that.

It’s a big change for the 106-year-
old company. Founder Leon Leon-
wood Bean launched the policy when 
customers returned 90 of his first 100 
hunting shoes. He earned goodwill by 
returning customers’ money.

Company executives say Bean 
never intended his guarantee to 
become a lifetime replacement policy. 
Gorman believes the changes honor 
the founder’s original intent. “No one 
in this family . . . would’ve allowed this 
to happen if they thought that L.L. 
would be upset with us.”

An early hunting 
shoe is displayed at 
the fl agship store.

Many of these returned 
items are destined for the landfi ll.

This damaged boot made its 
way into the return bin.
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Late in 2017, retail 
toy giant Toys R Us 
announced it was 
filing bankruptcy. With 
$5 billion in debt, the 

nation’s largest independent toy seller 
saw no other way out. 

Since that time, the corporation 
has planned the slow closure of hun-
dreds of its big box toy stores. That 
will impact thousands of workers. 
Companies that make toys and games, 
transportation services that deliver 
by the truckload, and owners of rental 
properties housing the huge stores will 
feel the pinch too, won’t they?

Small toy shops might be rejoicing. 
Other big companies like Amazon, 
Walmart, and Target might pick up 
sales when Geo� rey the Gira� e is no 
longer competing. But what happens 
to toymakers?

Toy companies will lose a place to 
test new toys. Toys R Us has served 
as a launchpad for emerging toys 
and trends. Jim Silver, toy review 
site editor, says, “Toys R Us was 
known as an incubator.” With miles 
of shelf space available, new toys got 
hands-on exposure in the aisles. If one 
flopped at Toys R Us, the manufacturer 
took that seriously. If it performed 
well, the manufacturer could confi-
dently roll it out to other sellers. 

In addition to recreating testing 
processes, toymakers will have to 
work harder to find new sales outlets. 
Will Walmarts and Targets o� er space 
for all the variety? How many Mom-
and-Pop toy shops would it take to 
replace a single Toys R Us? 

Giants like Mattel and Hasbro will 

probably bounce back a� er an initial 
hit. But smaller toymakers will strug-
gle to make up for the loss, says Silver. 
They may sell out to big companies 
rather than risk financial failure.

Real estate executives di� er about 
the Toys R Us impact on the mostly 
strip-malls that housed the giant 
stores across the United States. Some 
say rumblings about financial troubles 
have gone on long enough. Landlords 
may have future tenants already lined 
up to fill the predicted vacancies. 

But others say the sheer size of 
the stores that are closing creates a 
di� icult challenge. Few other potential 
clients can fill the 30,000-square-foot-
each space Toys R Us used. Real estate 

Toy     Industry     Impact

Real     Estate     Impact

What     Went     Wrong?

Cultural     Impact

Toy     Industry     Impact

Real     Estate     Impact

What     Went     Wrong?

Cultural     Impact

Kids will miss Geoffrey (top) and shoppers 
will miss discounts and loaded shelves.
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Cra� sman Richard Sego-
via makes money—out of 
worthless money. Segovia 
emigrated from Venezuela 
to Colombia. He has made a 
small business repurposing
his country’s worthless boli-
vars (Venezuelan currency) 
into gi�  items. His origami 
wallets, belts, and purses 
each fetch prices above 
what he earned monthly 
at his warehouse job in 
Venezuela.

But that’s not saying 
much. The 24-year-old 
earned the equivalent of 
just $2.50 per month at the 
warehouse. The economic 
crisis in his home country 
was behind the decision 
his family made to flee to 
Colombia. Segovia, his wife, 
and a cousin le�  together. 
They now live in the border 
city of Cucuta. 

One night, when he 
and his cousin were back 
in Caracas, Segovia got an 
idea. He was staring at a pile of paper money—worth only pennies on Vene-
zuela’s black market. “We had a lot of cash but . . . in Venezuela, your money 
is worth nothing,” he says. He picked up a colorful bill and began to fold 
and crease it. At first, he made small trinkets, b ut then functional pieces like 
purses and bags.

Each of Segovia’s creations uses between 800 and 1,000 bolivar notes. The 
actual value of the currency: less than 50 U.S. cents. But each sells for $10 to 
$15—a huge markup on the value of the materials!

On a busy day, Segovia can sell up to 20 pieces, and a bulk order recently 
came in from a woman who runs a boutique in Bogota. She heard about 
his creations on a local television station. Many Colombians are looking to 
extend a helpful hand to the hundreds of thousands of immigrants who’ve 
flooded across their border from Venezuela in recent months. They are willing 
to spend a little cash to help those who are working to survive.

With his earnings, Segovia sends cash back to his family in Caracas as he 
can. It may not compare to what Joseph sent his family from the Pharaoh’s 
bounty in Egypt (see Genesis 45: 22-23), but it helps. Typically, he accumu-
lates about $15 of savings at a time for those at home.

“It’s not a lot of money, but it’s enough to have breakfast,” he says. Though 
sales are brisk, he and his wife—who is pregnant—still live meagerly. They 
sleep at a flophouse—a rundown motel o� ering shelter but not much else 
to needy people. And they set up daily on a sidewalk near the bus station—
unconcerned that a thief might snatch away the piles of money sitting like 
bricks on their plastic table.

analysts say it’s di� icult to fill spaces 
over 25,000 square feet. Dividing large 
space into smaller ones is costly too.

Sales were hurt by the gradual 
shi�  to mobile device playtime. Rather 
than interact with a real toy, game, 
puzzle, or ball, many kids pick up 
tablets or phones and choose apps 
instead. That’s a di� icult trend to 
slow—much less reverse.

Additionally, analysts say that Toys 
R Us didn’t do enough to promote 
online purchases. It depended on foot 
tra� ic into stores to drive sales: see 
the toy, want the toy, buy the toy. But 
parents and even grandparents shop 
online. Some interviewed admitted 
that if they went into a Toys R Us at 
all, it wasn’t to buy anything. They 
say they went to browse, knowing 
they would buy online at lower prices 
through Amazon.com.

What could have kept the phys-
ical stores thriving? No one can say 
for sure, but ideas include making 
“can’t-miss opportunities” for families 
in stores. Birthday parties, holiday 
events, hands-on science exploration 
tied to specific toys or kits, perform-
ers—anything to get kids into the retail 
area with adults willing to pay for 
product on the spot.

Without that kind of out-of-the-box 
thinking, the 70-year-old big box may 
now be out of the game.

The vast variety and availability of 
disposable toys has been blamed for 
fueling materialism—desiring things—
in children. We are naturally inclined
to be discontent when we don’t get 
what we want. Deuteronomy 14 talks 
about our tendency to crave and 
spend on things that aren’t necessar-
ily for God’s glory. 

Will the loss of the massive, 
common toy center a� ect this genera-
tion’s materialistic attitude? Or will it 
simply shi�  elsewhere? Is “out of sight” 
really “out of mind” for Toys R Us kids? 

Toy     Industry     Impact

Real     Estate     Impact

What     Went     Wrong?

Cultural     Impact

Toy     Industry     Impact

Real     Estate     Impact

What     Went     Wrong?

Cultural     Impact

Kids will miss Geoffrey (top) and shoppers 
will miss discounts and loaded shelves.

Folding
Money
Folding
Money
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The biggest 
fish in the sea is also 
one of the least understood. 
The whale shark can be found roaming 
warm waters around the globe with its huge mouth agape 
in search of dinner. As it swims, it sucks in water. Food stays 
in while the water gets blown out the whale shark’s gills.

Though the largest existing shark, the whale shark is 
docile. The strange, spotted beast’s 300 rows of tiny teeth 
are almost useless. Ocean tourists sometimes enjoy diving 
in to swim with the creatures (though scientists discourage 
this; it may alter the giant fish’s natural behavior). 

Last summer, for the purpose of gathering data, a group 
of scientists dedicated several weeks to diving with whale 
sharks in the Galapagos Islands. They tried some never-be-
fore-used techniques on the species. The whale shark is 
classified as “vulnerable” because of shrinking numbers 
but not yet “endangered.” Tests included taking blood sam-
ples and attempting ultrasound exams, all while swimming 
furiously alongside underwater.

Among other things, scientists are trying to conclude 
where the sharks feed and breed, whether they migrate and 
how far, and where and how they raise their young.

Here’s some of what they’ve learned:
The whale shark grows to between 20 and 52 

feet long! It typically weighs more than 
20 tons. That’s bigger than a dou-

ble-decker bus!
Whale sharks are filter 

feeders, like whales. 
They eat only plank-

ton, fish eggs, and 
very tiny fish and 

jellyfish.

Male and female whale sharks travel and feed sepa-
rately. Scientists may find hundreds of mostly male sharks 
scooping up fish eggs together—with no clue where the 
females are feeding at the same time.

Only one pregnant whale shark has ever been found. 
That one, discovered o� the coast of Taiwan in 1995, was 
deceased. Remarkably, it had 300 embryos inside—all at 
di�erent stages of development.

Almost all the whale sharks spotted in the waters 
around the Galapagos Islands are female, and many are 
thought to be pregnant. Scientists attached tracking 
devices to seven in their study, hoping to follow them all the 
way through to the birth of their expected o�spring.

Conducting a medical exam on a free-swimming whale 
shark is di�icult. The researcher team obtained only two 
blood samples. Ultrasound exams were inconclusive. Most 
ultrasound machines for animals 
are intended for abdomi-
nal walls that are one 
to two inches thick. 
But a whale shark’s 
abdominal wall is 
about eight inches. 
More powerful 
machines are 
needed to evalu-
ate these exam-
ples of God’s gentle 
giants in the future.

teen.wng.org/worldteen-mudroom

A diver swims with a 
whale shark and attaches 

a tracking device.

Getting To Know
the Biggest Fish in the Sea

Whale sharks feed by 
sucking in tiny fish and 

even tinier plankton.
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“Bears are essentially like farm-
ers.” So says Taal Levi, an 
Oregon State assistant pro-
fessor. If you’ve ever won-
dered what bears do besides 

forage, fish, and sometimes 
hibernate, now you know: 

They also disperse seeds.
A study by Oregon State University researchers 

concluded that bears—not birds, as was commonly 
thought—are the primary distributers of small fruit 
seeds in southeast Alaska. How do they do it? Well… 
they “poo” it. Bears eat the fruit and spread seeds 

through their excrement. 

The impact from bear scat 
is significant. “By planting seeds every-
where,” says Levi, “they promote a vegetation community 

that feeds them.”
Seed distribution is 
key to a functioning 

ecosystem. Levi 
says the Oregon 
study is the 
first instance 
found of a 
temperate 
climate plant 
being primar-

ily dispersed 
by mammals 

through their gut. 
Why is this important? 

It means big repercussions 
for plant life if bears are removed or reduced in the region.

Brown bears and grizzlies flourish in Tongass, Ameri-
ca’s largest national forest. They gorge on salmon during 
spawning season. But as they wait for the main course, God 
provides berries as a bountiful appetizer.

Levi and an assistant set up motion-triggered cameras 
to record what was eating the berries. In addition to the 
video footage, they collected bear DNA from saliva le�  
on the plants. The crew recorded birds picking o�  a few 
berries, but bears gulped them by the hundreds. The team 
also found that when brown bears shi�  to eating fish, black 
bears move into the berry patches.

Then, in staggered timing, both types of bears disperse 

thousands of fruit seeds through their scat. That’s not 
all, though. Rodents that find the bear poop will further 
carry the seeds, burying them in caches in the soil. If the 
rodents don’t return to eat the seeds, germination will likely 
happen, and new fruit plants will grow there as well.

It’s an intricate system, designed by a knowledgeable 
God who uses seasons, seeds, fish, fruit, and a variety of 
critters to keep it going. If the system is disrupted, the entire 
process could su� er.

Ecologist Laura Gough refers to the extinct dodo bird. 
That bird once spread the seeds of certain plants. But when 
the bird disappeared, those plant species also became 
extinct. The link between animals and consumable plants is 
critical, she says, for maintaining both.

Who has measured the waters in the hollow of His hand 
and marked o�  the heavens with a span, enclosed the dust of 
the Earth in a measure and weighed the mountains in scales 
and the hills in a balance? — Isaiah 40:12

The impact from bear scat 
is significant. “By planting seeds every-

From Berry to Bear . . .
. . . and Back Again

A waxwing eats a single berry. 
Bears strip bunches 

in one chomp.

Bears munch berries 
while waiting for 
salmon to arrive.

Who has measured the waters in the hollow of His hand 

salmon to arrive.

A black bear cub 
forages for food along 

a salmon stream in Alaska.
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through their gut. 
Why is this important? 

It means big repercussions 
for plant life if bears are removed or reduced in the region.

process could su� er.
Ecologist Laura Gough refers to the extinct dodo bird. 

That bird once spread the seeds of certain plants. But when 
the bird disappeared, those plant species also became 
extinct. The link between animals and consumable plants is 
critical, she says, for maintaining both.

Who has measured the waters in the hollow of His hand 
and marked o�  the heavens with a span, enclosed the dust of 
the Earth in a measure and weighed the mountains in scales 
and the hills in a balance? — Isaiah 40:12
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AP Photos

Some went down to the 
sea in ships, doing busi-
ness on the great waters; 
they saw the deeds 
of the Lord, His 
wondrous works 
in the deep. 
— Psalm 
107:23-24

Out on 
the high 
seas, a sci-
entist leans 
over the 
railing of 
a research 
vessel. She 
holds a long 
pole. When 
a shark swims 
near enough, the 
scientist reaches out 
and pokes its fin—where 
there are no nerves—with 
the pole. Boom! The shark is “tagged” 
with a satellite tracker. The device logs 
the animal’s movements. Tags allow 
researchers to see where sharks swim. 
But until now, they couldn’t track 
an even more elusive ocean hunter: 
humans.

A new study, “Tracking the Global 
Footprint of Fisheries,” made use 
of technology already onboard 

commercial fishing vessels. From the 
data collected, a global fishing map 
was created. 

All large ships carry an automated 
identification system. As a safety 
measure, the signal beams the ship’s 
location to satellites every few sec-
onds. The emergency beacons helped 
researchers answer this question: How 
much of the world’s oceans does the 
fishing industry impact?

From 2012 to 2016, the 
research team collected boat 

location signals. Scientists 
studied 22 billion safety 

signals. Computers trans-
lated the information into 
fishing patterns. The data 
revealed where boats 
were fishing, how they 
were moving, what they 
were likely fishing for, and 
how they caught fish.

Monitors then checked 
the data against logbooks 

from some ships. The beacon 
data and the logs matched.

Here are just some of the 
study’s discoveries:

•  Five countries—China, 
Spain, Taiwan, Japan, and 
South Korea—account 

for 85% of all high seas 
fishing.

•  China domi-
nates global 

fishing. Of 
the 40 mil-
lion hours 
that large 
ships fished 
in 2016, 
Chinese 
boats fished 

17 million 
hours.

•  Many vessels 
use longline 

fishing (a main line 
with hooks spaced 

at intervals along it)—
which generally catches 
more of the top predators 

like tuna and sharks.
•  Large-scale commer-
cial fishing covers 
more than 55% 
of Earth’s 
oceans. Ves-
sels travel 
more than 
285 mil-
lion miles 
a year—
three 
times the 
distance 
between 
Earth and 
the Sun.

 “The most 
mind-blowing 
thing is just how 
global an enterprise 
[fishing] is,” says study co-author Boris 
Worm, a marine biologist.

Researchers believe the study’s 
findings could help better protect the 
oceans and keep fisheries alive.

Global Fishing
Business on the Waters

Global Fishing
Business on the Waters

teen.wng.org/worldteen-globetrek

Above: Scallop fi sherman Eric Hansen 
peers from his boat in Massachusetts.

Left: A school of bluefi n tuna
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Yellowstone, Acadia, Redwood. 
These and other U.S. national parks 
boast stunning landscapes, remarkable 
wildlife, and natural wonders. But did 
you know that the United States isn’t 
the only country preserving land this 
way? About 100 countries—from Alge-
ria to Zimbabwe—have national parks.

Wilderness lands conserved as 
parks are a sign of national pride. 
The world’s oldest is Bogd Khan Uul 
in Mongolia. It was founded in 1783—
more than 100 years before Yellow-
stone in the United States.

Two of the world’s newest national 
parks are in Chile. The Chilean govern-

ment dedicated Pumalin and Patago-
nia National Parks earlier this year. The 
parks became possible in part because 
of a gi£  from an American couple. It 
was the largest private donation of 
land ever given to a country.

For 25 years, Doug and Kristine 
Tompkins bought up millions of acres 
in Patagonia, a region straddling 
southern Chile and Argentina. At 
first, their purchases aroused suspi-
cion. Many  believed the Tompkinses 

planned 
on steal-
ing water 
and other 
resources. 
But Doug 
Tompkins 
promised he 
would some-
day return 
the land to be 
preserved as nature reserves or parks.

Doug was co-founder of the North 
Face and Esprit clothing companies. 
He died in a 2015 kayaking accident. 
Since then, Kristine Tompkins has 

worked to make her husband’s 
vision a reality. She donated one 
million acres for the new parks. 

Conservation could be one way 
to live out God’s Genesis 1 man-
date. God made humans to be 
good stewards of the Earth. It’s 
only when people “worship the 
creature rather than the Creator” 
(Romans 1:25) that their service—
however well-intentioned—becomes 
corrupt.

Chilean President Michelle 
Bachelet says her government will 
donate another nine million acres. 
She calls these gi£ s “an invitation to 
imagine other ways . . . of using natural 
resources without preying on them.” 

Combined, the gi£ s 
create two new 
parks and expand 
others to form a 
“Route of Parks”—
17 parks spanning 
more than 1,500 
miles. The pro-
tected area is three 
times the size of 
the United States’ 
Yosemite and Yel-
lowstone national 
parks together—or 

about the size of Switzerland. 
The parks will safeguard thousand-

year-old forests, unique animal and 
plant species, and one of the purest 
water reservoirs in the world, says 

Rodrigo Catalan. 
He is a conservation-

ist in Chile.
But the new parks 

also present challenges, 
including how they will be 
funded and how they will bene-
fit local communities. Catalan 
says conservationists must 

ask, “How are we going to manage 
and finance this great legacy?”
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Kristine Tompkins speaks at a ceremony 
creating Patagonia Park.

A herd of guanacos appears to be watching the signing ceremony in Patagonia Park. SOUTH
AMERICA

SOUTH
AMERICA

CHILE

Pumalin

Patagonia
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Here’s news you can 
really sink your teeth into: 
Scientists are using high-
tech mouth sensors to mon-
itor health. Researchers at 
the Tu� s University in Mas-
sachusetts have developed 
sensors so small they fit right 
on a human tooth. These 
fang-mounted, wireless 
instruments register data 
about what the user eats 
and drinks—and may some-
day do much more. 

Wireless wearables 
like fitness trackers, pulse 
sensors, heart monitors, 
and even smart shirts have 
become powerful tools 
in the field of healthcare. 
Wearables are showing up 
in unusual places and per-
forming amazing tasks.

But to explore the 
mouth, researchers needed 
extremely rugged, user-
friendly technology. Oral 
wearables must overcome 
bulky mouth guards, awk-
ward wires, and sensors 

unable to withstand a con-
stantly damp environment. 
(Hello, slobber!) But today, 
dental devices measure 
concussions, control smart 
braces, and detect jaw 
clenching. Some even tattle 
about whether you’re wear-
ing your retainer. (Uh-oh.)

More recently, Tu� s engi-
neers produced a sensor 
that’s just 2mm x 2mm—the 
size of four pinheads! The 
device is flexible too, so 
it bonds right to a tooth’s 
bumps and grooves. The 
tooth sensor measures alco-
hol, glucose, and salt intake.

The devices, called 
RF-Trilayer sensors, use 
radio frequency identifi-
cation (RFID) technology. 
Some high-tech stores use 
RFID tags to track inventory 
without even putting a cus-
tomer through a checkout 
line. RFID technology also 
powers the tiny gold chips 
on some credit cards.

The RF tooth sensor con-
tains a central absorbing 
layer and two square-shaped 
gold layers. The layers collect 
and transmit radiofrequency 
waves whenever food or 
liquid enters the mouth. 
Researchers compare this 
collection-transmission 

phenomenon to how a car 
activates an electronic toll on 
a highway.

Di� erent food substances 
cause the sensor to emit dif-
ferent RF waves. The waves 
tell scientists what the 
wearer is eating.

Right now, the sensors 
identify only a few sub-
stances. But Fiorenzo Ome-
netto, a Tu� s researcher, 
says scientists should be 
able to alter the central 
layer. Doing so would help 
them detect others. He 

adds, “We are really limited 
only by our creativity.”

What a gi�  creativity is! 
God hardwired humans to 
reflect His image (Genesis 
1:27) and that includes the 
ability to imagine remark-
able technologies.

Scientists hope future 
versions will record nutri-
ents, chemicals, and per-
haps even detect physical 
ailments or conditions. With 
access to the mind of the 
One who formed the uni-
verse, that may be possible.

Ta�le-Tooth

Sensors

Vision-Correcting

Eye Drops
Researchers in Israel may 

have discovered a secret 
for giving people eyes to 
see. Their solution does not 
involve glasses or contact 
lenses. It doesn’t take sur-
gery either. The solution is 
actually—a liquid solution! 
It’s almost as simple as a 
splash of eye drops!

David Smadja is one of 
the ophthalmologists who 
worked on the discovery. 
He told The Jerusalem Post
that the eye drops are “a 
new concept for correcting 
refractory problems.” He 
also says that the drops 
can work to correct far-
sightedness or nearsight-
edness—and maybe even 
both at the same time. 
Presently, people with both 
conditions must adapt to 

multifocal lenses, which 
o� en leave gaps in  what’s 
called “mid-distance” view-
ing. That’s approximately 
the distance between faces 
of two adult friends having 
a close conversation. Sadly, 
this mid-distance is o� en 
impossible to bring in to 
focus with lenses that cor-
rect close-up and long-dis-
tance vision already.

So the eye drops may 
just do the trick—and the 
team from Bar-Ilan Univer-
sity and the Shaare Zedek 
Medical Center even thinks 
they could be marketable in 
about two years’ time.

The patented drops are 
called Nano-Drops because 
they use nanotechnology 
to correct vision. How does 
it work? One needs a cell 

teen.wng.org/worldteen-pieinthesky
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phone, an app, an imperfect 
cornea or eyeball (or two), 
and the drops.

The app uses the phone’s 
camera to measure the 
user’s eye. It evaluates how 
that eye refracts light. With 
that information, the app 
creates a laser pattern to 
identify points of variation 
from normal. The pattern 
looks like a scattering of 
dots. This pattern gets 
“stamped” onto the cornea 
of the eye. It’s not a surgical 
alteration like LASIK sur-
gery—it’s just a way to tem-

porarily mark the eye.
A� er stamping the pat-

tern on each eye as needed, 
the user would apply the 
solution a few drops at a 
time. The drops adhere 
to the laser dots, filling in 
with a substance that will 
correctly refract light to give 
clear vision!

The drops aren’t yet 
approved for use in humans, 
but they have successfully 
improved the vision of pigs 
in tests. How human eyes 
will respond—as well as 
how long the e� ect will last 
before needing to reapply 
the drops—still remains to 
be seen. But these visionary 
scientists aren’t deterred. 
They envision a bright 
future for the millions of 
people worldwide with less 
than perfect eyesight.

Psssst! Wanna know a 
secret? A great deal of arti-
ficial intelligence—machine 
brainpower—isn’t artificial 
at all. Today’s computers 
drive automobiles, rec-
ognize images, and obey 
verbal commands. But 
so-called artificial intelli-
gence (AI) o� en depends on 
hundreds of thousands of 
real live people.

Human-gathered 
data—collected for 
companies like Google, 
eBay, or Amazon—helps 
create complex algo-
rithms (problem-solving 
processes). These algo-
rithms allow self-driving 
cars to wind through 
tra� ic. They let Alexa 
figure out when to turn 
the lights on. They even 
check people into hotels.

But many such technol-
ogies simply wouldn’t work 
without lots of human input. 

Aria Khrisna works in 
Indonesia. He tags pictures 
of clothing for websites. 
Sure, AI can recognize a shirt. 
But it can’t always identify 
a shirt when it’s on a person 
sitting at a  café and holding 
a newspaper. Khrisna’s brain 
easily filters out the extra 
information.

It’s the same all over the 

world. Humans help com-
puters translate language 
quirks, label images, and 
transcribe text. In Venezuela, 
Marjorie Aguilar draws boxes 
around tra� ic objects to help 
educate self-driving car sys-
tems. And in India, Shamima 
Khatoon marks cars, lane 
markers, and tra� ic lights for 
a data-labeling company.

In the United States, 
some hotel chains use digi-
tal assistants. An AI named 
Amelia answers phones 
for InterContinental Hotels 
Group. If Amelia doesn’t 
understand a caller, the 
computer reroutes the call 
to a live worker. Amelia 
“listens” and then “learns” 
from the human responses.

Think about this: People 
are the brains behind AI. 
Since God created the Earth 
and everything 

in it, that makes Him the 
brain behind the brains! For 
all of technology’s amazing 
tricks, humans using God-
given intellect must some-
times bail computers out.

Researcher Timnit Gebru 
wanted to estimate the 
income of people in a neigh-
borhood. She knew cars 
were a marker of wealth. 

She tried to train AI to 
compare Google Street 
View images of parked 
cars with photos of cars 
on Craigslist. But the for-
sale images didn’t look 
enough like the on-the-
street images for the 
computer. Gebru ended 
up hiring actual car deal-
ers to label data.

AI is still developing. 
Expert Trevor Darrell 

believes AI may perform 
without human help in five 
to 10 years. In the mean-
time, his group spends 
hundreds of thousands of 
dollars paying people to tag 
images that confuse com-
puters. And even if someday 
they’re not translating or 
tagging, humans will still 
build, program, and repair 
the processers that run 
the world. Now who’s the 
smartypants?

Blue shows lower 
areas of cornea. 
Orange shows 
higher areas.

Before (left) 
and after 

(right) laser 
drops

In Indonesia, Aria Khrisna holds his three-
year-old as he adds tags to pictures to 

“smarten-up” sites like eBay and Amazon.

CrowdFlower’s Human-in-the-Loop technology’s tools enable a person to label a photo like this to train an artifi cial intelligence system.

AI: People
behind the Curtain
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What mom doesn’t look forward 
to cradling her precious baby with 
a favorite book in hand too? As a 
teacher, Anna Aguilar knows the joy 
and delight of a great story, plus the 
mental development that reading 
facilitates. But how this mom imag-
ined introducing books to her new-
born isn’t exactly the way it has turned 
out. Instead of in a nursery rocker 
at the Forney, Texas, home she and 
husband Mario share, Aguilar reads 
through a portal in a plastic incubator. 
Her son Cannon is in the neonatal 
intensive care unit (NICU) at Baylor 
University Medical Center in Dallas.

“I’m here 10 to 12 hours a day,” 
says Aguilar. Cannon was born in Jan-
uary—about three months premature. 
He weighed one pound, two ounces.

The months haven’t been easy. 
But reading to Cannon has comforted 
them both. Initially, Anna just talked to 
him. But “you run out of things to say. 
I feel he gets bored with me saying, ‘I 
love you, I love you’ over and over.”

So when nurse Rowena Cadungog 
asked if she’d like to read to Cannon 
as part of a pilot program called Kan-
gaREAD, Aguilar was delighted.

“I’ll read Bible stories, anything 
that rhymes or has cadence,” she says. 
That way, the baby knows she’s there.

By God’s design, hearing is import-
ant for human development. Studies 
show that up to 60 percent of preemies 
experience speech delay. But neona-
tologist Dr. Mustafa Suterwala reports 
that the regular sound of a mother’s 
voice “has a snowball e�ect” for 

reversing 
that delay. 
Babies who 
were read 
or spoken 
to regularly 
in NICU 
“speak better, 

understand better, and have higher 
graduation rates,” he says.

Nurse Cadungog experienced that 
e�ect firsthand with her own twins. 
They weighed less than two pounds 
each at birth. But Cadungog deter-
mined to read to her infants, and in 
time, their speech delays corrected 
completely.

But it’s not just baby that the read-
ing is good for. Parents benefit too.

The NICU experience can be a roller 
coaster of setbacks and strides. That 
takes a toll, says  Suterwala. About one 
in three parents he deals with “have 

something like PTSD (post-traumatic 
stress disorder).”

“Parents in NICU are overwhelmed 
emotionally,” Suterwala says. “They 
feel helpless. The nurses are doing 
everything. Reading allows parents to 
do something.”

Bonding and comfort happen for 
both parent and child while reading. 
Cadungog’s goal is a reading pro-
gram in every NICU in Texas. “It’s very 
rewarding to see Anna find joy in read-
ing, and joy with her baby,” she says.

“In the beginning was the Word…” 
— John 1:1
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Anna Aguilar 
reads to her 

eight-week-old 
son, Cannon.

Reading to Preemies
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Nations Suffer Brain Drain

Marina Stevanov is leaving home. 
The 25-year-old Serbian doctor is 
packing her diploma and medical 
books. She’ll head to Austria, where 
a hospital has o� ered to train her in 
vascular surgery. Like Stevanov, thou-
sands of educated young adults are 
leaving their native countries.

They’re part of a phenomenon 
called “brain drain,” and it’s rampant 
in the Balkan region of southeastern 
Europe. Brain drain occurs when the 
skilled workforce of one country moves 
to another. Talented Balkan workers, 
especially in healthcare, leave seeking 
higher salaries, cutting-edge technol-
ogy, and better living conditions. 

Up-and-coming scientists, 
researchers, and lawyers should be 
the future of countries like Serbia. But 
joblessness, low wages, corruption, 
and limited opportunities are the 
norm, so workers emigrate. The choice 
may benefit them—but it harms the 
countries le�  behind.

“My colleagues . . . are not 

satisfied,” Stevanov says of Serbian 
healthcare professionals. “That’s a big 
problem.”

Tens of thousands of educated 
people relocate yearly from Serbia. 
The exact numbers aren’t known—
most emigrants don’t report to 
authorities. Yet Serbia has done little 
to stop the outflow except for making 
patriotic appeals.

“I’m begging you to stay in our beau-
tiful Serbia,” the country’s President 

Aleksandar Vucic occasionally pleads.
In neighboring Croatia, experts 

estimate about 80,000 Croats leave the 
country every year. Most are young. 
“Something has to be done to stop this 
emptying,” Zagreb University Profes-
sor Stjepan Sterc says.

Entrepreneur Mersudin Mahmut-
begovic’s business helps Bosnians find 
work outside of Bosnia. She claims her 
government does nothing to retain 
professionals or create jobs.

“They complain that there will be 
no one le�  to . . . take care of patients 
in Bosnia, but it never occurs to them 
that they should do something to 
encourage people to stay,” she says.

Law school graduate Nadina Redzic 
obtained her law degree five years 
ago. She applied for jobs in Bosnia but 
received hardly any responses.

Now Redzic has decided to train 
to be a nurse in Germany. Once she 
leaves, she won’t go back.

“I would never return other than 
for a short visit to see my family,” she 
says. “I want to live in a society that 
appreciates my hard work.”

Would you leave your homeland 
for a better opportunity elsewhere? 
Perhaps Redzic has a point. God 
created humans to be motivated by 
reward. “In all toil, there is profit.” 
(Proverbs 14:23) “Rejoice and be glad, 
for your reward is great in heaven.” 
(Matthew 5:12) Failure to recognize 
God’s design never works.
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AUSTRIA

ITALY

GERMANY

HUNGARY

ROMANIA

MONTENEGRO BULGARIA

TURKEY

POLAND

UKRAINE

CZECH 
REPUBLIC

SLOVAKIA

GREECE

ALBANIA

MOLDOVA

SERBIA

KOSOVO

BOSNIA and
HERZEGOVINA

CROATIASLOVENIA

MACEDONIA

These and sometimes parts of Turkey and 
Greece are considered the Balkan nations.

Surgeon Marina Stevanov packs her belongings.

A Bosnian applies for a job in Germany.

Bosnians attend a German language class.

Names of young people who recently left in 
search of jobs and opportunities are written 

on wall tiles at a bus station in Croatia.
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Yucky Ducky
Scientists have the dirt on the rubber ducky: Those cute yellow bathtime toys are—

as many parents suspected—a haven for nasty germs. Swiss and American researchers 
counted the microbes swimming inside the toys. They say the murky liquid squeezed 
from the ducks contained “potentially pathogenic bacteria” in four out of fi ve toys stud-
ied. The bacteria included Legionella and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a bacterium “often 
implicated in hospital-acquired infections.” They turned up a strikingly high volume and 
variety of bacteria and fungi in the ducks. Some amount of bacteria can help strengthen 
kids’ immune systems—but too much or the wrong kind can lead to eye, ear, and intes-
tinal infections, the researchers say. Rubber duckies have been a childhood bathtime 
staple for years. Online vendor Amazon.com lists one—advertised as water-tight to 
prevent mildew—among the top 10 best-sellers in its “Baby Bath Toys” category. 

Fake News Travels Fast
Social media loves lies. A new study found that false information travels six times faster 

than the truth on Twitter. It also reaches far more people. It’s not bots promoting the fake 
news either. It’s real readers who latch onto anything that sounds shocking, unlikely, morbid, 
or offensive—without concern for factual integrity. Researchers at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology looked at more than 126,000 stories tweeted millions of times between 2006 and 
2016. They calculated that the average false story takes about 10 hours to reach 1,500 Twitter 
users. The truth takes about 60 hours to get to that many people. What types of falsehoods got 
forwarded the most? Those designed to incite anger and offense, says study co-author Sinan 
Aral. That’s a caution for all of us. Don’t believe—or promote—what you haven’t confi rmed. 
“Keep watch on yourself,” says Paul in Galatians 6:1, “lest you too be tempted .”

Skin Grafts for Bear Paws
Two bears were badly burned in the huge California wildfi res in De-

cember. But offi cials have been tracking those bears after treatment. They 
say the animals are settling back into the wild. Both female bears are 
adults. They were treated by veterinarians for third-degree burns on their 
paws. The vets used grafts of fi sh skins on the bears’ paws, followed by 
bandages of rice paper and corn husks. Similar 
treatments had helped human burn victims in 

Brazil. One of the bears initially would 
lie down almost constantly to spare her 
burned paws. But after the fi sh-skin treat-
ment, she stood up and walked much more 
readily. The results support more trials of fi sh 
skin for treating serious burns, the vets said. 

cember. But offi cials have been tracking those bears after treatment. They 

Social media loves lies. A new study found that false information travels six times faster 

news either. It’s real readers who latch onto anything that sounds shocking, unlikely, morbid, 
or offensive—without concern for factual integrity. Researchers at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology looked at more than 126,000 stories tweeted millions of times between 2006 and 
2016. They calculated that the average false story takes about 10 hours to reach 1,500 Twitter 
users. The truth takes about 60 hours to get to that many people. What types of falsehoods got 
forwarded the most? Those designed to incite anger and offense, says study co-author Sinan 
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A ducky cut in half 
reveals bacteria 

including Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa (right).

Top: A bear rests after having 
burns treated, then covered 
with tilapia fi sh skin 
(middle), and wrapped 
in corn husks. Left: Dr. 
Laura Peyton works 
on the burned bear 
in California.

Watch out! There are 
a lot of Pinocchios out 

there writing lies.
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 San Fran Fur Ban
San Francisco became the largest U.S. city to ban the sale of fur in March. The move 

pleased animal lovers but frustrated some business owners. The ban goes into effect 
January 2019. At that point, retailers won’t be allowed to sell coats, stoles, scarves—even 
keychains—made from real animal fur. Leather, lambskin, and wool are excluded from 
the ban. The decision was made unanimously by the city’s 11-member Board of Supervi-
sors. Business owner Benjamin Lin features chinchilla, sable, fox, and mink furs in his 
showroom. He will lose that business under the ban—unless he moves outside the city. 
“I cannot fi ght it,” Lin says. “I do not have the energy or money.” Another businessman 
says that, though fur doesn’t impact his income, he’s appalled that only 11 people can 
arbitrarily tell others what they can sell without a public vote. “What’s next? They’re going 
to say you can’t have…pork and duck in Chinatown,” he proposed.

Barbershops Trim More Than Hair in LA
Trim your hair, your beard, your blood pressure? A nov-

el project showed that there was power in familiar faces 
and trusted places for black men in Los Angeles. Black 
men have higher rates of high blood pressure than most 
other ethnic groups. That puts them at risk for strokes and 
heart attacks. Many don’t see doctors regularly—but they 
do get their hair cut! So pharmacists and doctors worked 
with dozens of LA barbershops. “There’s open communica-
tion in a barbershop…a relationship, a trust,” says barber 
Eric Muhammad. One group of customers in the study met 
with pharmacists at the barbershop where they already felt 
comfortable. They received tips on lowering blood pressure 
while getting a trim—and in some cases, medication 
prescriptions. After six months, blood pressure readings 
fell by 9 to 27 points! Every client in Muhammad’s shop 
had an improvement. The fi ndings were presented at a 
cardiology conference. Doctors plan to expand the project 
to more cities nationwide.

Advancements in Treating Malaria
Scientists in Germany say they’ve made signifi cant improvements in a key drug 

for treating malaria. The drug comes from a plant called sweet wormwood. The 
new procedure uses the plant’s own chlorophyll instead of additional chemicals to 
produce artemisinin—the substance used in treating malaria. The result is that 
“we’re able to get much more out of the plant than ever before,” says chemist Kerry 
Gilmore. Gilmore also says that the process is much less costly than the earlier used 
procedures. The development means greater global access for people in poor coun-
tries—the ones most commonly affected by malaria. The World Health Organization 
reports that there were 216 million malaria cases worldwide in 2016. More than 
445,000 people died of the disease that year.

January 2019. At that point, retailers won’t be allowed to sell coats, stoles, scarves—even 

arbitrarily tell others what they can sell without a public vote. “What’s next? They’re going 
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Words To Bank: 1. c, 2. a, 3. b, 4. b, 5. a, 6. c, Quiz My Reading: 1. b, 2. a, 3. b, 4. b, Mind Stir: Answers will vary but may include: 1. Toys 
R Us could have offered deep price discounts on toys to make people buy from them, expanded their online presence to make shopping 
with them more convenient than with Amazon, or offered events in-store to make coming to the stores too exciting to miss. 2. No, because 
he wanted to stand by his products and that’s what made the company so popular in the first place; No, because no one should expect 
customers to be dishonest and abuse the guarantee; or Yes, because everyone is sinful and he should have known that people would be 
dishonest and tricky to try to benefit themselves.  | Viz Quiz: Character C

Advancements in Treating Malaria
Scientists in Germany say they’ve made signifi cant improvements in a key drug 

new procedure uses the plant’s own chlorophyll instead of additional chemicals to 

“we’re able to get much more out of the plant than ever before,” says chemist Kerry 
Gilmore. Gilmore also says that the process is much less costly than the earlier used 
procedures. The development means greater global access for people in poor coun-
tries—the ones most commonly affected by malaria. The World Health Organization 

Barber Eric Muham-
mad jokes with regular 
customer Marc M. Sims 
before measuring his 

blood pressure.

Mothers wait for their children to be vaccinated near Monro-
via, Liberia, where malaria is the leading cause of death.

A customer looks at fur coats in a B.B. 
Hawk showroom in San Francisco.
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Which animal 
is the 

Toys R Us 
mascot?

 Words To BankQuiz My Reading

Think It Through
Quiz on Ka-Ching!, pages 16-19

1. What is retailer L.L. Bean doing to reduce growing abuse and fraud in its 
 returns department? 

a) installing cameras in its stores and GPS-enabled tracking devices in its clothing
b) changing its return policy to introduce a one-year limit on most returns

2. People from all over the United States and Canada come to the Pennsylvania 
 Farm Show Complex in January to buy and sell what?

a) high quality work and carriage horses
b) fi rst off the production line Cadillac cars

3. Just across the border from Venezuela in Colombia, Richard Segovia has 
 discovered a way to eke out a living by doing what?

a) smuggling Colombian currency and communications across the border to his 
impoverished community there
b) selling crafts that he makes by folding and weaving worthless Venezuelan 
currency into useful gifts

4. Which of the following led to fi nancial trouble at Toys R Us?
a) offering too many cheaply made, disposable toys produced in overseas markets
b) kids playing digital apps and parents and grandparents choosing to shop online

1. inclined
a. angled
b. twisted
c. be disposed

2. demeanor
a. behavior
b. negativity
c. bashfulness

3.  repurposing
a. intending for a set function
b. reworking for a new use
c. replacing with more modern options

4.  bulk
a. excess weight
b. large quantity
c. waste product

5.  decrepit
a. worn out
b. discredited
c. devalued

6.  forbearance
a. volatility
b. prescience
c. endurance

1. What are some things you think Toys 
R Us could have done differently to stay 
competitive in today’s economy?

2. Was the original L.L. Bean an unwise 
businessman to offer his returns policy 
on everything he sold? In your opinion, 
w hy or why not?

A

C

B

D

Mind Stir Quiz answers page 29
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LEAD WITH EXCELLENCE
WITH CCU’S WORSHIP ARTS PROGRAM

WHAT IS YOUR PASSION? COME STUDY WITH US!

SCHOOL OF MUSIC“Passionately Pursuing Excellence to the Glory of God”

For more information or to audition for CCU’s School of Music, 
visit ccu.edu/music.

We graduate students of excellence, integrity, and leadership who will make 
an impact in music and the performing arts to the praise and glory of God.

 • Bachelor of Arts in Music
 • Bachelor of Arts in Music – Performance
 • Bachelor of Arts in Music – Music Production 

& Engineering
 • Bachelor of Arts in Music – Composition
 • Bachelor of Music in Music Education,
  K-12 Licensure

 • Bachelor of Music in Worship Arts
 • Music Minor
 • Theatre Minor
 • Music Theatre Minor

An audition is required for acceptance into all of the
above programs, and for scholarship consideration.
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